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The subject assigned covers a wide field. Everyone is vitally and 
directly concerned with traffic control which actually means life or 
death to us or our families. Statistics are boring, and I will try to avoid 
their use; but one recent quotation is sobering indeed. "One of each 
two babies born tl1is year will be injured in a highway traffic accident 
during its' lifetime if the present rate of accidents is continued." 
With the tremendous increase in vehicular traffic many of the 
measures of traffic control which once seemed adequate are now obso-
lete. For instance, the installation of a regular stop and go traffic signal 
was tl1ought to settle all difficulties at city sh·eet intersections. These 
signals were set to operate on cycles of 60 to 90 seconds and usually the 
same green time interval was given to each street. Many had no amber 
section to warn of change from stop to go and vice versa. Within the 
last five years great changes have been made in h·affic signal conh·ollers . 
They are now adjusted to fit tl1e flow of traffic in each direction and 
traffic counts are made showing the volume of all turning movements, 
also the variation between inbound and outbound traffic in the morn-
ing and afternoon rush hours. These signals may be so set that the in-
bound traffic gets a larger portion of the go interval in the morning; 
the nearly equal traffic both ways during the quiet hours from 10 to 12 
A.M. and 1 to 3 P .M. are provided for, and the afternoon rush out-
bound is favored by a longer go interval in reverse of the morning 
setting. 
In the City of Louisville within the last few months signals such a~ 
are described above have been replaced with a fully automatic traffic 
actuated three phase volume-density dispatcher. Briefly each phase is 
responsible to traffic demand as determined by tl1e actuation of a 
pressure sensitive or magnetic detector by the approaching vehicle. 
Each phase is responsible to h·affic demand and the green light is 
proportioned on the basis of relative volumes. Phases are skipped in 
the event of no demand on any cycle. Account is taken of every vehicle 
approaching the intersection on the street having the red light as well 
as on the street having the green light. The accumulating delay on the 
street having the red light is constantly being measured and balanced 
against the traffic demand on the street having the green light. By this 
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process of automatic and continuous balance it is possible to move a 
maximum volume of traffic and to reduce delay to an absolute 
minimum. 
The Traffic Engineer of the City of Louisville and his office de-
serves great credit for initiating the selection and installation of such 
signals on several state routes in Louisville. The Department of High-
ways paid for them. Costs range from $3,500.00 to $5,000.00 per inter-
section. This work is still underway on other intersections in Louisville. 
Signals hung over each lane on three lane streets to enable in-
coming traffic to use two lanes in the morning rush hours and to be 
reversed so that two of the three lanes are available for outgoing 
traffic in the afternoon hours have been installed in two sections of 
streets in Louisville. 
In addition to the mechanical devices for traffic control there are 
many other factors which have an important bearing on the heavy ac-
cident rate. In these factors each of the three 's of traffic safety is in-
volved - Engineering, Education and Enforcement. 
Highways may be compared with railroads with the motor vehicle 
driver as the engineer, the signs, markings and signals corresponding 
to sin1ilar railroad devices for the protection of train operation and 
serving as tools of the traffic engineer in h·affic control. 
These devices provide the warnings of conditions ahead of the 
driver, and enable him to proceed safely and rapidly on his way in 
rural areas. In city streets they aid, if used properly, in reducing con-
gestion and delays. 
Many other factors have to be considered in traffic control. Proper 
engineering to provide channelized intersections and median islands 
on heavily traveled four lane highways, truck lanes to enable passenger 
car drivers to avoid temptation on long hills when following plodding 
trucks on two lane roads, proper superelevation of curves where the 
alignment and grades require abrupt changes in direction; elimination 
of railroad grade crossings whenever possible and proper protection 
with wigway signals, gates, or watchmen where railroad grade cross-
ings are necessary. 
A careful study of accident reports and a conscientious effort to 
eliminate hazardous locations as disclosed by the~e reports, such as 
slippery surfaces, curves both vertical and horizontal with short sight 
distances, narrow and one lane bridges, and rough surfaces, all are in-
cluded in h·affic control. 
Proper education and the constant effort to keep vehicle operators 
alert to the responsibilities is, in our opinion, one phase of traffic con-
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trnl which has not had sufficient attention. It is true that a great deal 
of good is being accomplished in the lower school grades in teaching 
young children to walk facing traffic, to look both ways before crossing 
a street etc., and this effort is reflected in the lower accident rates for 
children from 6 to 16. But for the young drivers far too little is being 
done. It is noteworthy that in the states and cities with the largest num-
ber of high schools operating driver training classes the accident rate 
for young drivers has dropped significantly. In fact, we are advised 
by Mr. Don Hill of the National Safety Council that classes for driver 
education in each of om high schools would have the terrible accident 
toll in the 16 to 20 year old group. This is not just opinion. It is borne 
out by study of the records in places where such classes are in 
operation. 
Pending such time as we do have adequate instruction for begin-
ning drivers parents have a deep responsibility to make their young-
sters conscious of proper driving rules and the many caution habits 
which are usually learned the hard way. I refer to the following: 
1. Keep in line until you have plenty of sight distance before trying to pass 
the vehicle ahead. 
2. Remember the road shoulder is probably soft. You may turn over if you 
get out on it in passing. 
3. On the other hand, never stop your car on the paved surface. Many people 
have gambled their lives to save the price on an inner tube and lost in 
Kentucky. Pull up to the nearest driveway to fix your puncture and save 
your life, maybe others too. 
4. Keep at least 15 feet back for each 10 miles your speedometer reads from 
the vehicle ahead. He may stop suddently. 
5. Use caution and stick out your neck when approaching an intersection. 
You may have the right of way but the other fellow may fail to stop before 
entering the hi ghway. 
Enforcement of h·affic control rules is necessary or they will be dis-
regarded by a few. This small percentage of reckless drivers causes a 
far larger percentage of accidents. The problem of drunken drivers is 
always with us and there is little doubt that many accident reports do 
Mt give the true picture of the condition of the driver when serious 
accidents occur. Sometimes the drivers may both be cold sober but 
one was up too late the night before or the exhaust pipe leaked a little 
carbon monoxide in his tightly closed car. The fact remains that 
analysis of the consolidated report made monthly on all accidents in 
Kentucky shows that the majority occurred on a clear day, on a 
straight road, that the driver was proceeding between 30 and 40 M.P.H. , 
he was normal, there were no obvious defects in his car, he was be-
tween 25-45 years of age and lived within 25 miles of the location of 
the accident, also he had been driving 15 to 20 years . Regularly it is 
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shown that the most dangerous time is between 5:00 and 6:00 P.M. on 
Saturday night . Sunday is next highest in number of accidents. 
With all our devices ~or traffic control we can expect only to give 
drivers what they deserve and are entitled to, that is an accurate pic-
ture of the road ahead through signs and markers, a centerline to show 
him his portion of the surface, signals in the cities to aid his progress 
and prevent collisions, possibly some one way streets and some off 
street parking lots to enable him to stop for a little while and relax. 
All of these things will help sober careful drivers, but the other kind, 
who hold your lives in the touch of their drunken and reckless hands 
on their steering wheels , well, may they be made to see the error of 
their ways. 
We believe there is much room for improvement in our drivers 
license laws. At present, a person may become partially blind or deaf 
or even paralyzed after he has received his first drivers license, but 
needs only to send in his dollar to have the license renewed yearly. 
Although few accident reports .mention it, undoubtedly many unex-
plained collisions are caused by physical defects in one of the two 
drivers, which defect would have resulted in refusal of a license if he 
were examined annually. 
The heavy increase in accidents after sunset indicates that poor 
eyesight is a factor to be considered. For pedestrians to believe, as ap-
parently many do, that the driver can see them if tl1ey can see the 
headlights of the car is often fatal. We read in the papers and hear 
on tl1e radio the good advice regarding the wearing of something white 
when it is necessary to walk along tl1e road at night, but how many 
pedestrians have you ever seen observing this advice? Many still walk 
on the right side of the road even at night with their back to traffic. 
Proper lighting of streets and roadways has been demonstrated to save 
lives and may be considered traffic contrnl. Especially in the suburbs 
and in nrral areas adjacent to cities such lighting is badly needed but 
the volume of pedestrian traffic along many of our roads may never 
justify the expense of installing it. 
Sidewalks reduce the danger greatly but here too there is a problem. 
Many of our roads adjacent to cities will be widened in a few years. 
Present investment in pedestrian sidewalks will be lost. Should the 
subdivision owners build the sidewalks, should the county build them, 
should the Highway Department build them, should the property 
owner build them? Many cities are increasing their areas by in-
corporating adjacent subdivisions. Perhaps the cities might build these 
sidewalks? All these questions need answers. · 
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One other traffic control measure which will be used much more 
extensively in the future if the new speed law, which is now before the 
Legislature, is passed, is the speed zoning feature. Under the proposed 
bill the Commissioner of Highways will be given authority to zone cer-
tain sections of roads and after careful engineering investigations, to 
post these sections with speed limit signs appropriate to the conditions 
encountered on these sections. It is hoped that these speed zones will 
serve to reduce in a smooth, gradual manner the speed of vehicles 
entering an urban congested area from the open country. This will en-
able the driver to proceed safely through the residence and business 
districts, then to gradually increase his speed to the safe rural rate. 
At present, he is supposed to abruptly reduce from 45 miles per hour 
to 25 at the city limit or face arrest. Actually he seldom gets down to 
25 at all in the outskirts where he can easily control his vehicle at 35 
M.P.H. This opens the way for speed traps and is unreasonable. On 
the other hand, there are some locations where 25 M.P.H. is too fast. 
It is hoped to mark these also. 
Gentlemen, if accidents could be entirely prevented in Kentucky 
for one year $65,000,000 would be saved, or enough to build and main-
tain as many new roads as are now built by the Department of High-
ways in a year; 15,000 people would not have painful and disabling in-
juries and nearly 600 people, who now yearly die on our highways, 
would be alive with their families. For several years the fatality rate in 
Kentucky has stood at about 8 deaths per 100,000,000 miles. 
As stated in the beginning of this paper, conditions are rapidly 
changing as the numbers and type of motor vehicles increase on our 
highways and sb·eets. It will take the best thinking of the best minds 
in this country to prevent such serious congestion in our cities t4at it 
is no longer economical to use a private car in them. ( This is already 
true to a certain extent in Chicago and New York City. ) 
Your cooperation in every way to help solve these traffic control 
problems is urgently needed and your suggestions and recommenda-
tions will receive our prompt attention and consideration. 
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